








follow the basic precautions below:



follow the basic precautions below:





may differ from the one pictured above.





Press the Fan Speed button to select from Hi, Med, Low, or Auto. 
The indicator light will illuminate above the current speed.

button to set the temperature.
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Press the Fan Speed button to select from Hi, Med, Low, or Auto. The indicator light will illuminate above
the current speed.

set the temperature.



function allows 

The unit will start up in the mode it was set to prior to using the timer function.
To cancel the timer, press the timer button again. The Timer indicator light will turn off.

To cancel the timer, press the timer button again. The Timer indicator light will turn off.
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back
 Insert two new “AAA” 1.5V batteries (see instructions inside the remote section and add battery
 compartment).

being



 Always switch it off by pushing the POWER button and waiting a few minutes before

removing the plug, allowing the unit to perform its standard checks.

M
until the        displays on the left side 

 of the LCD display next to the       icon.

to choose 

the Fan Speed. The      will indicate the selected speed: Hi, Med, Low, or Auto.

set

M

until the arrow        is next to the  icon

In Dry Mode the fan will automatically turn on Low speed. 
Note: In this mode, fan speed cannot be adjusted.

M

until the arrow        is next to the  icon



M

to activate Sleep Mode. In this mode, the fan speed will be set to Low 
automatically and cannot be adjusted.
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 original
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Choose the Mode, Fan Speed, and Temperature.

The delayed shutdown function can be used in any more.

confirm

is

with the previous settings.

 the display will reset to stand-by.
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of the window.
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Prior to removing the garden hose, prepare a drip try (sold separately) to collect the 
condensate from the drain outlet.

In order for the continuous drainage to function properly, please be sure the drain hose is
on a downward angle and the drainage location is lower than the drain outlet. (Fig. 22, 23)

Place

Place

Depending on the size of your drip tray, it may need 
to be emptied multiple times during this process. (Fig. 19)



like

Drain the water collection tank completely and



money
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